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Kathy Cooper

From: Micki Reese <micki.reese@comcast.net>
Sent: Monday, August 06, 2018 8:24 AM
To: IRRC I nr’tvi
Subject: I Support the New Overtime Regulation. fl[jc4 W [JL)

AUG —62018

Independent Regulatory
George Bedwick, Review Commission

Dear Chairman George Bedwick:

I am writing to support the Department of Labor and Industry’s new

regulation “Amendments to 34 Pa. Code Chapter 231 regarding Overtime

Pay” [Minimum Wage #12-106 (IRRC# 3202)]. Governor Wolf s proposed

change regarding the Executive, Administrative, and Professional (EAP)

salaried worker exemptions is a crucial step toward preventing worker

misclassification on the job and the exploitation of labor.

In Pennsylvania, there are an estimated 465,000 workers who currently fall

into the EAP exemption but would not be exempt under the proposed

regulation. The current federal level for workers included in the Fair Labor

Standards Act is $23,660, however, the state level can be as low as

$8,600; the new regulation raises the threshold to $48,000.

In 1975, more than 60% of salaried workers nationwide were protected by

overtime laws, but today its only 8%. This regulation is crucial for working

men and women because of the continuous increases to the costs of living

and housing after 40 years since the last regulation.

When President Trump rejected the U.S. Department of Labor’s new

overtime protections American workers lost over $1 billion in their yearly

salary. We must act at the state and local levels to take on the

responsibility when workers are abandoned at the federal level. Workers

should be compensated for every hour they work, regardless of their

classification.

Sincerely,

1



Micki Reese

micki.reesecThcomcastnet

807 N 25th Street

Reading, Pennsylvania 19601

2



Kathy Cooper

From: Ingrid Zemanick <alaina8@msn.com>
Sent: Monday, August 06, 2018 7:17 AM

Subject: I Support the New Overtime Regulation.

AUG —62018

I Indepfl Reguiatoy
George Bedwick,

Dear Chairman George Bedwick:

I am writing to support the Department of Labor and Industry’s new

regulation ‘Amendments to 34 Pa. Code Chapter 231 regarding Overtime

Pay” [Minimum Wage #12-106 (IRRC# 3202)]. Governor Wolf s proposed

change regarding the Executive, Administrative, and Professional (EAP)

salaried worker exemptions is a crucial step toward preventing worker

misclassification on the job and the exploitation of labor,

In Pennsylvania, there are an estimated 465,000 workers who currently fall

into the EAP exemption but would not be exempt under the proposed

regulation. The current federal level for workers included in the Fair Labor

Standards Act is $23,660, however, the state level can be as low as

$8,600; the new regulation raises the threshold to $48,000.

In 1975, more than 60% of salaried workers nationwide were protected by

overtime laws, but today it’s only 8%. This regulation is crucial for working

men and women because of the continuous increases to the costs of living

and housing after 40 years since the last regulation.

When President Trump rejected the U.S. Department of Labor’s new

overtime protections American workers lost over $1 billion in their yearly

salary. We must act at the state and local levels to take on the

responsibility when workers are abandoned at the federal level. Workers

should be compensated for every hour they work, regardless of their

classification.

Sincerely,

1



Ingrid Zemanick

alaina8msncom

2290 Country Club Dr

Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 15241

2



Kathy Cooper

From: Paul Bonaquest <ninja93@adelphia.net>
Sent: Sunday, August 05, 2018 11:03 PM

________________________

To: IRRC
.

Subject: I Support the New Overtime Regulation. I
AUG —62018

Independent Regulatory
[•_ Review Commission

George Bedwick,

Dear Chairman George Bedwick:

I am writing to support the Department of Labor and Industrys new

regulation Amendments to 34 Pa. Code Chapter 231 regarding Overtime

Pay’ [Minimum Wage #12-106 (IRRC# 3202)]. Governor Wolf’s proposed

change regarding the Executive, Administrative, and Professional (BA?)

salaried worker exemptions is a crucial step toward preventing worker

misclassification on the job and the exploitation of labor.

In Pennsylvania, there are an estimated 465,000 workers who currently fall

into the EAP exemption but would not be exempt under the proposed

regulation. The current federal level for workers included in the Fair Labor

Standards Act is $23,660, however, the state level can be as low as

$8,600; the new regulation raises the threshold to 548,000.

In 1975. more than 60% of salaried workers nationwide were protected by

overtime laws, but today its only 8%. This regulation is crucial for working

men and women because of the continuous increases to the costs of living

and housing after 40 years since the last regulation.

When President Trump rejected the U.S. Department of Labor’s new

overtime protections American workers lost over $1 billion in their yearly

salary. We must act at the state and local levels to take on the

responsibility when workers are abandoned at the federal level. Workers

should be compensated for every hour they work, regardless of their

classification.

Sincerely,

1



Paul Bonaquest

ninia93cEadeIphia.net

6493 Lakeside Drive

Sharpsviue, Pennsylvania 16150

2



Kathy Cooper

From: Dorothy Kotan5ky <info@email.actionnetwork.org>
Sent Sunday, August 05, 2018 10:43 PM

Subject: iSupport the New Overtime Regulation.

AUG —62018

Independent Regulatory
George Bedwick, Review Commission

Dear Chairman George Bedwick:

I am writing to support the Department of Labor and Industry’s new

regulation Amendments to 34 Pa. Code Chapter 231 regarding Overtime

Pay” [Minimum Wage #12-106 (IRRC# 3202)J. Governor Wolf s proposed

change regarding the Executive, Administrative, and Professional (EAP)

salaried worker exemptions is a crucial step toward preventing worker

misclassification on the job and the exploitation of labor.

In Pennsylvania, there are an estimated 465,000 workers who currently fall

into the EAP exemption but would not be exempt under the proposed

regulation. The current federal level for workers included in the Fair Labor

Standards Act is $23,660, however, the state level can be as low as

$8,600; the new regulation raises the threshold to $48,000.

In 1975, more than 60% of salaried workers nationwide were protected by

overtime laws, but today it’s only 8%. This regulation is crucial for working

men and women because of the continuous increases to the costs of living

and housing after 40 years since the last regulation.

When President Trump rejected the U.S. Department of Labor’s new

overtime protections American workers lost over $1 bUlion in their yearly

salary. We must act at the state and local levels to take on the

responsibility when workers are abandoned at the federal level. Workers

should be compensated for every hour they work, regardless of their

classification.

Sincerely,

1



Dorothy Kotansky

dottiek48coutIookcom

1611 Spruce Street

Rloomsburg Pennsylvania 17815

2



Kathy Cooper

From: Michael Itle <occam03@comcast.net> -

Sunday, August 05, 2018 7:51 PM

Subject: I Support the New Overtime Regulation. AUG
— 62018

Independent Regulatory
Review Commjs5j0

George Bedwick,

Dear Chairman George Bedwick:

I am writing to support the Department of Labor and Industry’s new

regulation ‘Amendments to 34 Pa. Code Chapter 231 regarding Overtime

Pay” [Minimum Wage #12-106 (IRRC# 3202)]. Governor Wolf’s proposed

change regarding the Executive, Administrative, and Professional (EAP)

salaried worker exemptions is a crucial step toward preventing worker

misclassification on the job and the exploitation of labor.

In Pennsylvania, there are an estimated 465,000 workers who currently fall

into the EAP exemption but would not be exempt under the proposed

regulation. The current federal level for workers included in the Fair Labor

Standards Act is $23,660, however, the state level can be as low as

$8,600; the new regulation raises the threshold to $48,000.

In 1975, more than 60% of salaried workers nationwide were protected by

overtime laws, but today it’s only 8%. This regulation is crucial for working

men and women because of the continuous increases to the costs of living

and housing after 40 years since the last regulation.

When President Trump rejected the U.S. Department of Labors new

overtime protections American workers lost over $1 billion in their yearly

salary. We must act at the state and local levels to take on the

responsibility when workers are abandoned at the federal level- Workers

should be compensated for every hour they work, regardless of their

classification.

Sincerely,

1



Michael Itle

occamQ3ãcomcast net

6543 Hollow Drive

East Petersburg, Pennsylvania 17520

2



Kathy Cooper

From:
Sunda August 05,

<annrnprez@hazleton.net>

Subject ISuppod the New Overtime Regulation. AUG
- 62018

‘fldePendenrftegu;y

George Bedwick,

Dear Chairman George Bedwick:

I am writing to support the Department of Labor and Industry’s new

regulation ‘Amendments to 34 Pa. Code Chapter 231 regarding Overtime

Pay” [Minimum Wage #12-106 (IRRC# 3202)]. Governor Wolf s proposed

change regarding the Executive, Administrative, and Professional (EAP)

salaried worker exemptions is a crucial step toward preventing worker

misclassification on the job and the exploitation of labor.

In Pennsylvania, there are an estimated 465,000 workers who currently fall

into the EAP exemption but would not be exempt under the proposed

regulation. The current federal level for workers included in the Fair Labor

Standards Act is $23660. however, the state level can be as low as

$8,600; the new regulation raises the threshold to $48,000.

In 1975. more than 60% of salaried workers nationwide were protected by

overtime laws, but today its only 8%. This regulation is crucial for working

men and women because of the continuous increases to the costs of living

and housing after 40 years since the last regulation.

When President Trump rejected the U.S. Department of Labor’s new

overtime protections American workers lost over $1 billion in their yearly

salary. We must act at the state and local levels to take on the

responsibility when workers are abandoned at the federal level. Workers

should be compensated for every hour they work, regardless of their

classification.

Sincerely,

1



Ann Marie Yanuzzi

annmprezhazIeton.net

653 Lafayette Court

Hazieton Pennsylvania 18201

2



Kathy Cooper

From: Edward Heide <inlo@email.actionnetwork.org>
Sent Sunday, August 05, 2018 10:30 AM

Subject: ISupport the New Overtime Regulation.

AUG —6 2018

Independent Regulatory
George Bedwick, Review Commission

Dear Chairman George Bedwick:

I am writing to support the Department of Labor and Industry’s new

regulation “Amendments to 34 Pa. Code Chapter 231 regarding Overtime

Pay” [Minimum Wage 12-1 06 (IRRC# 3202)]. Governor Wolf s proposed

change regarding the Executive, Administrative, and Professional (EAP)

salaried worker exemptions is a crucial step toward preventing worker

misclassification on the lob and the exploitation of labor.

In Pennsylvania, there are an estimated 465,000 workers who currently fall

into the EAP exemption but would not be exempt under the proposed

regulation. The current federal level for workers included in the Fair Labor

Standards Act is $23,660, however, the state level can be as low as

$8,600; the new regulation raises the threshold to $48,000.

In 1975, more than 60% of salaried workers nationwide were protected by

overtime laws, but today it’s only 8°/o. This regulation is crucial for working

men and women because of the continuous increases to the costs of living

and housing after 40 years since the last regulation.

When President Trump rejected the U.S. Department of Labor’s new

overtime protections American workers lost over $1 billion in their yearly

salary. We must act at the state and local levels to take on the

responsibility when workers are abandoned at the federal level. Workers

should be compensated for every hour they work, regardless of their

classification.

Sincerely,

1



Edward Heide

edwardheideaol.com

2922 Brentwood Avenue

Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 15227

2



Kathy Cooper

From: Kathleen Furness <info@email.actionnetwork.org>
Sent: Saturday, August 04, 2018 11:24 PM
To: IRRC
Subject I Support the New Overtime Regulation. AUG —6 2018

Independent Regulatory
Review Commission

George Bedwick,

Dear Chairman George Bedwick:

I am writing to support the Department of Labor and Industrys new

regulation Amendments to 34 Pa. Code Chapter 231 regarding Overtime

Pay” [Minimum Wage #12-106 (IRRC# 3202)]. Governor Wolf s proposed

change regarding the Executive, Administrative, and Professional (EAP)

salaried worker exemptions is a crucial step toward preventing worker

misclassification on the lob and the exploitation of labor.

In Pennsylvania, there are an estimated 465,000 workers who currently fall

into the EAP exemption but would not be exempt under the proposed

regu’ation. The current federal level for workers included in the Fair Labor

Standards Act is $23,660, however, the state level can be as low as

$8,600; the new regulation raises the threshold to $48,000.

In 1975, more than 60% of salaried workers nationwide were protected by

overtime laws, but today it’s only 8%. This regulation is crucial for working

men and women because of the continuous increases to the costs of living

and housing after 40 years since the last regulation.

When President Trump rejected the U.S. Department of Labor’s new

overtime protections American workers lost over $1 billion in their yearly

salary. We must act at the state and local levels to take on the

responsibility when workers are abandoned at the federal level. Workers

should be compensated for every hour they work, regardless of their

classification.

Sincerely,

1



Kathleen Furness

kmfurness26cgmaiI.com

201 N 3rd St

Allentown, Pennsylvania 18102

2



Kathy Cooper

From: Marc J Mancini <info@email.actionnetwork.org>
Sent: Saturday, August 04, 2018 8:49 PM
To: IRRC

Ff”frSubject I Support the New Overtime Regulation. V L

AUG —6 2018

Independent Regulatory
George Bedwick, Review Commission

Dear Chairman George Bedwick:

I am writing to support the Department of Labor and Industry’s new

regulation Amendments to 34 Pa. Code Chapter 231 regarding Overtime

Pay’ IMinimum Wage #12-106 (IRRC# 3202)1. Governor Wows proposed

change regarding the Executive, Administrative, and Professional (EAP)

salaried worker exemptions is a crucial step toward preventing worker

misclassification on the lob and the exploitation of labor.

In Pennsylvania, there are an estimated 465.000 workers who currently fall
into the EAP exemption but would not be exempt under the proposed

regulation. The current federal level for workers included in the Fair Labor

Standards Act is $23,660, however, the state level can be as low as

$8,600; the new regulation raises the threshold to $48000.

In 1975, more than 60% of salaried workers nationwide were protected by

overtime laws, but today it’s only 8°k. This regulation is crucial for working

men and women because of the continuous increases to the costs of living

and housing after 40 years since the last regulation.

When President Trump rejected the U.S. Department of Labors new

overtime protections American workers lost over $1 billion in their yearly

salary. We must act at the state and local levels to take on the

responsibility when workers are abandoned at the federal level. Workers

should be compensated for every hour they work, regardless of their

classification.

Sincerely,

1



Marc J Mancini

wolfg ang2286(yahoo corn

1529 Berryman Ave

South Park, Pennsylvania 15129

2



Kathy Cooper

From: Patricia Chapman <info@email.actionnetwork.org>
Sent: Saturday, August 04, 2018 7:29 PM

Subject: ISupport the New Overtime Regulation.

AUG —62018

Independent Regulatory

George Bedwick, Review Commission

Dear Chairman George Bedwick:

I am writing to support the Department of Labor and industry’s new

regulation ‘Amendments to 34 Pa. Code Chapter 231 regarding Overtime

Pay [Minimum Wage #12-106 (IRRC# 3202)]. Governor Wolf s proposed

change regarding the Executive, Administrative, and Professional (EAP)

salaried worker exemptions is a cruciat step toward preventing worker

misclassification on the job and the exploitation of labor.

In Pennsylvania, there are an estimated 465,000 workers who currently fall

into the EAP exemption but would not be exempt under the proposed

regulation. The current federal level for workers included in the Fair Labor

Standards Act is $23660, however, the state level can be as low as

$8,600; the new regulation raises the threshold to $48,000.

In 1975, more than 60% of salaried workers nationwide were protected by

overtime laws, but today it’s only 8%. This regulation is crucial for working

men and women because of the continuous increases to the costs of living

and housing after 40 years since the last regulation.

When President Trump rejected the US. Department of Labor’s new

overtime protections American workers lost over $1 billion in their yearly

salary. We must act at the state and local levels to take on the

responsibility when workers are abandoned at the federal level. Workers

should be compensated for every hour they work, regardless of their

classification.

Sincerely,

1



Patricia Chapman

p.puertol 222O8(ägmaiI.com

2030 Cr 2954

Alba, Texas 75410

2



Kathy Cooper

From: Tania Malven <info@email.actionnetwork.org>
Sent: Saturday, August 04, 2018 6:22 PM
To: IRRC I rier- —

Subject: I Support the New Overtime Regulation. J L 2ili7tt
AUG —62018

[_1dePendent Regulatory
George Bedwick, Reyasommission

Dear Chairman George Bedwick:

I am writing to support the Department of Labor and Industry’s new

regulation Amendments to 34 Pa. Code Chapter 231 regarding Overtime

Pay” [Minimum Wage #12-106 (IRRC# 3202)}. Governor Wolf s proposed

change regarding the Executive, Administrative, and Professional (EAP)

salaried worker exemptions is a crucial step toward preventing worker

misclassification on the job and the exploitation of labor.

In Pennsylvania, there are an estimated 465,000 workers who currently fall

into the EAP exemption but would not be exempt under the proposed

regulation. The current federal level [or workers included in the Fair Labor

Standards Act is $23,660, however, the state level can be as low as

$8,600; the new regulation raises the threshold to $48,000.

In 1975, more than 60% of salaried workers nationwide were protected by

overtime laws, but today its only 8%. This regulation is crucial for working

men and women because of the continuous increases to the costs of living

and housing after 40 years since the last regulation.

When President Trump rejected the U.S. Department of Labor’s new

overtime protections American workers lost over $1 billion in their yearly

salary. We must act at the state and local levels to take on the

responsibility when workers are abandoned at the federal level. Workers

should be compensated for every hour they work, regardless of their

classification,

Sincerely,

1



Tania Malven

tmaIven(yahoo.com

2228 E. Kleindale Rd

Tucson, Arizona 85719

2



Kathy Cooper

From: Jeff Sievert <info@email.actionnetwork.org>
Sent: Saturday, August 04, 2018 5:42 PM

Subject: Support the New Overtime Regulation.

AUG ‘6 2018

J Reguj0j

George Bedwick,

Dear Chairman George Bedwick:

I am writing to support the Department of Labor and industry’s new

regulation ‘Amendments to 34 Pa. Code Chapter 231 regarding Overtime

Pay” [Minimum Wage #12-106 (IRRC# 3202)]. Governor Waifs proposed

change regarding the Executive, Administrative, and Professional (EAP)

salaried worker exemptions is a crucial step toward preventing worker

misclassification on the job and the exploitation of labor.

In Pennsylvania, there are an estimated 465,000 workers who currently fall

into the EAP exemption but would not be exempt under the proposed

regulation. The current federal level for workers included in the Fair Labor

Standards Act is $23,660, however, the state level can be as low as

$8,600: the new regulation raises the threshold to $48,000.

in 1975, more than 60% of salaried workers nationwide were protected by

overtime laws, but today it’s only 8%. This regulation is crucial for working

men and women because of the continuous increases to the costs of living

and housing after 40 years since the last regulation.

When President Trump rejected the U.S. Department of Labor’s new

overtime protections American workers lost over $1 billion in their yearly

salary. We must act at the state and local levels to take on the

responsibility when workers are abandoned at the federal level. Workers

should be compensated for every hour they work, regardless of their

classification.

Sincerely,

1



Jeff Sieved

jeff.sievertãpmaiI.com

731 Fulton St

Philadelphia Pennsylvania 19147

2



Kathy Cooper

From: Michelle Nelson <chellel@ptd.net> -

Sent Saturday, August 04, 2018 12:09 PM
To: IRRC
Subject: I Support the New Overtime Regulation. AUG —62018

Independent Regulatory
Review Commission

George Bedwick,

Dear Chairman George Bedwick:

I am writing to support the Department of Labor and Industry’s new

regulation ‘Amendments to 34 Pa. Code Chapter 231 regarding Overtime

Pay” [Minimum Wage #12-106 (IRRC# 3202)]. Governor Wolf a proposed

change regarding the Executive, Administrative, and Professional (EAP)

salaried worker exemptions is a crucial step toward preventing worker

misclassification on the job and the exploitation of labor.

In Pennsylvania! there are an estimated 465,000 workers who currently fall

into the EAP exemption but would not be exempt under the proposed

regulation. The current federal level for workers included in the Fair Labor

Standards Act is $23,660! however, the state level can be as low as

$8,600; the new regulation raises the threshold to $48,000.

In 1975, more than 60% of salaried workers nationwide were protected by

overtime laws, but today it’s only 8%. This regulation is crucial for working

men and women because of the continuous increases to the costs of living

and housing after 40 years since the last regulation.

When President Trump relected the U.S. Department of Labor’s new

overtime protections American workers lost over $1 billion in their yearly

salary. We must act at the state and local levels to take on the

responsibility when workers are abandoned at the federal level. Workers

should be compensated for every hour they work, regardless of their

classification.

Sincerely,

1



Michelle Nelson

chellel (ãotd.net

4523 Rose Drive

Emmaus, Pennsylvania 18049

2



Kathy Cooper

________________

From: Ron Ennis <Iocal268@ptd.net>
Sent Saturday, August 04, 2018 9:04 AM A I
To: WRC —6 2018
Subject: I Support the New Overtime Regulation.

Independent Regulatory
Review Commsslon

George Bedwick,

Dear Chairman George Bedwick:

I am writing to support the Department of Labor and Industry’s new

regulation Amendments to 34 Pa. Code Chapter 231 regarding Overtime

Pay” [Minimum Wage #12-106 (IRRC# 3202)]. Governor Wolf’s proposed

change regarding the Executive, Administrative, and Professional (EAP)

salaried worker exemptions is a crucial step toward preventing worker

misclassification on the job and the exploitation of labor.

In Pennsylvania, there are an estimated 465,000 workers who currently fall

into the EAP exemption but would not be exempt under the proposed

regulation. The current federal level for workers included in the Fair Labor

Standards Act is $23,660, however, the state level can be as low as

$8,600; the new regulation raises the threshold to $48,000.

In 1975, more than 60% of salaried workers nationwide were protected by

overtime laws, but today it’s only 8%. This regulation is crucial for working

men and women because of the continuous increases to the costs of living

and housing after 40 years since the last regulation.

When President Trump rejected the U.S. Department of Labor’s new

overtime protections American workers lost over $1 billion in their yearly

salary. We must act at the state and local levels to take on the

responsibility when workers are abandoned at the federal level. Workers

should be compensated for every hour they work, regardless of their

classification.

Sincerely,

1



Ron Ennis

Iocal268@ptd.net

9865 Old 22

Breinigsville, Pennsylvania 18031

2



Kathy Cooper

From: Dave Vinski <info@email.actionnetwork.org>
Sent Saturday, August 04, 2018 7:57 AM
To: IRRC
Subject I Support the New Overtime Regulation.

AU —6 2016

Independent Regu’atory
George Bedwick, Review Commission

Dear Chairman George Bedwick:

I am writing to support the Department of Labor and Industry’s new

regulation Amendments to 34 Pa. Code Chapter 231 regarding Overtime

Pay’ [Minimum Wage #12-106 (IRRC# 3202)]. Governor Wolf s proposed

change regarding the Executive, Administrative, and Professional (EAP)

salaried worker exemptions is a crucial step toward preventing worker

misclassification on the job and the exploitation of labor.

In Pennsylvania, there are an estimated 465,000 workers who currently fall

into the EAP exemption but would not be exempt under the proposed

regulation. The current federal level for workers included in the Fair Labor

Standards Act is $23660. however, the state level can be as low as

$6,600; the new regulation raises the threshold to $48000.

In 1975, more than 60% of salaried workers nationwide were protected by

overtime laws, but today it’s only 8%. This regulation is crucial for working

men and women because of the continuous increases to the costs of living

and housing after 40 years since the last regulation.

When President Trump rejected the U.S. Department of Labor’s new

overtime protections American workers lost over $1 billion in their yearly

salary. We must act at the state and local levels to take on the

responsibility when workers are abandoned at the federal level. Workers

should be compensated for every hour they work, regardless of their

classification.

Sincerely,

1



Dave Vinski

swpaaIfyahoocom

78 Wilson Street

Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 15223

2



Kathy Cooper

From: Ellen Poist <epoist@ssjphila.org>
Sent: Saturday, August 04, 2018 7:22 AM
To: IRRC AUG —6 2018Subject: I Support the New Overtime Regulation.

Independent RequIato,y
Review Commission

George Bedwick.

Dear Chairman George Bedwick:

I am writing to support the Department of Labor and Industry’s new

regulation Amendments to 34 Pa. Code Chapter 231 regarding Overtime

Pay” [Minimum Wage #12-106 (IRRC 3202)]. Governor Wolf s proposed

change regarding the Executive, Administrative, and Professional (SAP)

salaried worker exemptions is a crucial step toward preventing worker

misclassification on the job and the exploitation of labor.

In Pennsylvania, there are an estimated 465,000 workers who currently fall

into the SAP exemption but would not be exempt under the proposed

regulation. The current federal level for workers included in the Fair Labor

Standards Act is $23,660. however, the slate level can be as low as

$8,600; the new regulation raises the threshold to $48,000.

In 1975, more than 60% of salaried workers nationwide were protected by

overtime laws, but today it’s only 8%. This regulation is crucial for working

men and women because of the continuous increases to the costs of living

and housing after 40 years since the last regulation.

When President Trump rejected the U.S. Department of Labor’s new

overtime protections American workers lost over $1 billion in their yearly

salary. We must act at the state and local levels to take on the

responsibility when workers are abandoned at the federal level. Workers

should be compensated for every hour they work, regardless of their

classification.

Sincerely,

1



Ellen Poist

epoist(ässjhiIa.org

9701 Germantown Ave.

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19118

2



Kathy Cooper

From: William K8ng <info@email.actionnetwork.org>
Sent: Saturday, August 04, 2018 5:35 AM
To: IRRC AUG —6 7018
Subject: I Support the New Overtime Regulation.

Independent Regulatory
Review Commission

George Bedwick,

Dear Chairman George Bedwick:

I am writing to support the Department of Labor and Industry’s new

regulation ‘Amendments to 34 Pa. Code Chapter 231 regarding Overtime

Pay” [Minimum Wage #12-106 (IRRC# 3202)]. Governor Wolf s proposed

change regarding the Executive, Administrative, and Professional (EAP)

salaried worker exemptions is a crucial step toward preventing worker

misclassification on the job and the exploitation of labor.

In Pennsylvania, there are an estimated 465,000 workers who currently fall

into the EAP exemption but would not be exempt under the proposed

regulation. The current federal level for workers included in the Fair Labor

Standards Act is $23,660, however, the state level can be as low as

$8,600; the new regulation raises the threshold to $48,000.

In 1975, more than 60% of salaried workers nationwide were protected by

overtime laws, but today its only 8%. This regulation is crucial for working

men and women because of the continuous increases to the costs of living

and housing after 40 years since the last regulation.

When President Trump rejected the U.S. Department of Labor’s new

overtime protections American workers lost over $1 billion in their yearly

salary. We must act at the state and local levels to take on the

responsibility when workers are abandoned at the federal level. Workers

should be compensated for every hour they work, regardless of their

classification.

Sincerely,

1



William K8ng

copnhagnman2cyahoo.com

201 llthstreet

Windber, Pennsylvania 15963

2



Kathy Cooper

From: sKinow<kowja@comcast.net>

Subject Isupport the New Overtime Regulation. AUG —6 2018

George Bedwick,

Dear Chairman George Bedwick:

I am writing to support the Department of Labor and Industry’s new

regulation ‘Amendments to 34 Pa. Code Chapter 231 regarding Overtime

Pay” [Minimum Wage #12-106 (IRRC# 3202)J. Governor Wolf s proposed

change regarding the Executive, Administrative, and Professional (EAP)

salaried worker exemptions is a crucial step toward preventing worker

misclassification on the job and the exploitation of labor.

In Pennsylvania, there are an estimated 465,000 workers who currently fall

into the EAP exemption but would not be exempt under the proposed

regulation. The current federal level for workers included in the Fair Labor

Standards Act is $23,660. however, the state level can be as low as

$8,600; the new regulation raises the threshold to $48,000.

In 1975, more than 60% of salaried workers nationwide were protected by

overtime laws, but today it’s only 8%. This regulation is crucial for working

men and women because of the continuous increases to the costs of living

and housing after 40 years since the last regulation.

When President Trump rejected the U.S. Department of Labors new

overtime protections American workers lost over $1 billion in their yearly

salary. We must act at the state and local levels to take on the

responsibility when workers are abandoned at the federal level. Workers

should be compensated for every hour they work, regardless of their

classification.

Sincerely,

1



Janis Kinslow

kinsIowjacomcastnet

514 Schick Rd

Aston, Pennsylvania 19014

2



Kathy Cooper

From: Christine Gutekunst <cjfullgut@msn.com>
Sent: Friday, August 03, 2018 10:00 PM
To: IRRC
Subject: I Support the New Overtime Regulation. AUG — 62018

Independent Regulatory
Review Commission

George Bedwick,

Dear Chairman George Bedwick:

I am writing to support the Department of Labor and Industry’s new

regulation “Amendments to 34 Pa. Code Chapter 231 regarding Overtime

Pay” IMinimum Wage #12-106 (IRRC# 3202)1. Governor Wolf s proposed

change regarding the Executive, Administrative, and Professional (EAP)

salaried worker exemptions is a crucial step toward preventing worker

misclassification on the job and the exploitation of labor.

In Pennsylvania, there are an estimated 465,000 workers who currently fall

into the EAP exemption but would not be exempt under the proposed

regulation. The current federal level for workers included in the Fair Labor

Standards Act is $23,660, however, the state level can be as low as

$8,600; the new regulation raises the threshold to $48000.

In 1975, more than 60% of salaried workers nationwide were protected by

overtime laws, but today it’s only 8%. This regulation is crucial for working

men and women because of the continuous increases to the costs of living

and housing after 40 years since the last regulation.

When President Trump rejected the U.S. Department of Labor’s new

overtime protections American workers lost over $1 billion in their yearly

salary. We must act at the state and local levels to take on the

responsibility when workers are abandoned at the federal level. Workers

should be compensated for every hour they work, regardless of their

classification.

Sincerely,

1



Christine Gutekunst

cifulIguUämsn.com

901 Apple Tree Rd

Moscow, Pennsylvania 18444

2



Kathy Cooper

_________________

ID)Ec ar-’
From: Rudolph Keller <rckeller@dejazzd.com> I
Sent: Friday, August 03, 2018 8:24 PM

A
To: IRRC RUG —6 7016
Subject: I Support the New Overtime Regulation.

Independent Regulatory
Review Commission

George Bedwick,

Dear Chairman George Bedwick:

I am writing to support the Department of Labor and Industry’s new

regulation ‘Amendments to 34 Pa. Code Chapter 231 regarding Overtime

Pay” [Minimum Wage #12-106 (IRRC# 3202)]. Governor Wolf’s proposed

change regarding the Executive, Administrative, and Professional (EAP)

salaried worker exemptions is a crucial step toward preventing worker

misclassification on the job and the exploitation of labor.

In Pennsylvania! there are an estimated 465.000 workers who currently fall

into the EAP exemption but would not be exempt under the proposed

regulation. The current federal level for workers included in the Fair Labor

Standards Act is $23,660, however, the state level can be as low as

$8,600; the new regulation raises the threshold to $48,000.

In 1975, more than 60% of salaried workers nationwide were protected by

overtime laws, but today it’s only 8%. This regulation is crucial for working

men and women because of the continuous increases to the costs of living

and housing after 40 years since the last regulation.

When President Trump rejected the U.S. Department of Labor’s new

overtime protections American workers lost over $1 billion in their yearly

salary. We must act at the state and local levels to take on the

responsibility when workers are abandoned at the federal level. Workers

should be compensated for every hour they work, regardless of their

classification.

Sincerely,

1



Rudolph Keller

rckellerEdejazzd.com

71 Lutz Rd.

Bayertown, Pennsylvania 19512

2



Kathy Cooper

From: T Bruster <bruster525@verizon.net> — -

Friday, August 03, 2018 8:07 PM

Subject: I Support the New Overtime Regulation. AUG —6 2018

independent Regulatory
Review Commission

George Bedwick,

Dear Chairman George Bedwick:

I am writing to support the Department of Labor and Industry’s new

regulation Amendments to 34 Pa. Code Chapter 231 regarding Overtime

Pay” [Minimum Wage #12-106 (IRPC# 3202)]. Governor Wolf s proposed

change regarding the Executive, Administrative, and Professional (EAP)

salaried worker exemptions is a crucial step toward preventing worker

misclassification on the job and the exploitation of labor.

In Pennsylvania, there are an estimated 465,000 workers who currently fall

into the EAP exemption but would not be exempt under the proposed

regulation. The current federal level for workers included in the Fair Labor

Standards Act is $23,660, however, the state level can be as low as

$6,600; the new regulation raises the threshold to $48,000.

In 1975, more than 60% of salaried workers nationwide were protected by

overtime laws, but today it’s only 8%. This regulation is crucial for working

men and women because of the continuous increases to the costs of living

and housing after 40 years since the last regulation.

When President Trump rejected the U.S. Department of Labor’s new

overtime protections American workers lost over $1 billion in their yearly

salary. We must act at the state and local levels to take on the

responsibility when workers are abandoned at the federal level. Workers

should be compensated for every hour they work, regardless ol their

classificatlo n.

Sincerely,

1



T Bruster

bruster525verjzon.net

St Paul Circle

Bellefonte, Pennsylvania 16823

2


